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Abstract 
Improvement projects are often related to big design spaces and several optional solutions, but the 

question in a lot of cases is: ‘What is the best solution for the company?’. This research does not focus 

on giving the optimal solution for a specific problem but shows how to structure and tackle a 

qualitative problem with varying options, requirements, stakeholder goals and criteria. The research 

tests a conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data on a case study. Four 

main steps of this framework are 1. Process investigation, 2. Business process analysis, 3. Define design 

space (including QOC analysis and Decision tree) and 4. Analyze design space. An optional part of step 

4 is TOPSIS calculation, to find the closest to optimal solution in the design space based on expected 

effects. This step is optional because if human aspects are involved in the decision it can lead to 

different qualitative ‘optimal’ solutions. Due to the fact that the priority of different stakeholders on 

variables like costs, customer service and risks can be different. The main and sub steps are executed 

in a case study for improving the order handling process at a fast moving consumer goods company. 

This results in a QOC analysis and a decision tree with all possible solutions (98) for this specific problem 

and their effect scores on the process, implementation, customer satisfaction and feasibility.  
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Executive summary 
This report describes research on complex decision making with qualitative data. A framework for 

complex decision making with qualitative data is designed and tested with a case study. This 

framework is shown in Figure 1. Together with designing a framework for complex decision making 

the research is executed to fill the gap in literature on brownfield development. The main question of 

this research is:  

Does the conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data help to define 

options for improvement and choose among them? 

The case study is about improving the order handling process, which is conducted for a fast moving 

consumer goods company. The order handling process can be described as a set of business processes 

that represent the order-to-cash part of the supply chain. The company has no insight in all facets and 

capabilities of improving this process. The design problem (Wieringa, 2014) for the case study can be 

described as:  

Improve the insight in all facets and capabilities of improving the order handling process, by creating 

a decision model, such that it is easy-to-use, useful, complete and understandable, in order to create 

more order status transparency, lower time spend on out-of-stocks and earlier detection of out-of-

stocks. 

Figure 1 - Conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data. 
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The case study is build up according to four research questions, the first research question is: ‘What is 

the current order assigning situation?’ which can be described as the as-is situation. This question is 

answered using two phases, first the process investigation which results in a business process model, 

a stakeholder overview and an information flow diagram. The second phase is a business process 

analysis, which searches for problems in the current process. Three main problems are found using 

Pareto analysis and Root-cause analysis. The problems are order status transparency, time spend on 

out-of-stock situations and detection of out-of-stock situations.  

The second research question: ‘What option(s) for improving the order assigning situation are 

possible?’ This phase exists of designing and analyzing the artifact, which is done following a QOC 

analysis. The QOC (questions, options, criteria) analysis represents the design space analysis, which is 

‘a structured space of alternatives including considerations for choosing among them’ (MacLean, 

Young, Bellotti, & Moran, 1991). The artifact design phase exists of three iterations, who includes 

document analysis, stakeholder interviews and a focus group, to define all possible alternatives and 

rank them according to the criteria. The research leads to a Decision tree and a list of closest to optimal 

solutions calculated with TOPSIS (García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012). The final QOC analysis exists of 3 

problems, 3 possible options (including variants), the requirements for the options and 8 criteria. The 

QOC analysis results in the final decision tree, which is a guide for decision makers on: ‘How to improve 

the order handling process?’ and shows the 98 optional solutions including the expected effect of the 

chosen improvements on the current process, implementation, customer satisfaction and feasibility.   

The third and fourth research questions represent the validation of the designed artifact. The third 

research question is: ‘Does the designed artifact meet the artifact requirements (easy-to-use, 

usefulness, completeness and understandability)?’ This is validated with a presentation for 

stakeholders and a questionnaire. The fourth and last research question is: ‘What is the effect of the 

solutions from the artifact on the stakeholder goals (order status transparency, time spend on out-of-

stocks and detection of out-of-stock situations)?’  This research question is validated with case-based 

reasoning using an interactive presentation and instructions on the use of the artifact followed by a 

questionnaire to check cases on the relations between the possible options and stakeholder goals.  

The case study shows that a complex decision based on qualitative data can be simplified by using the 

steps taken in this thesis. The final decision tree can be used as a guide for a discussion with all 

stakeholders on the decision that must be made. On top of that the calculations on expected effects 

can give direction within this discussion. This case study shows that the framework for complex 

decision making based on qualitative data can be used for this problem. A topic for future research can 

be testing of the framework for other problems, companies and industries. A major finding of this 

research for brownfield development is that the biggest part of the development process includes 

improvement or adjustment of the software. Five out of six requirements are related to software 

changes and only one is about changing the business process.  
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1. Introduction 
The research perspective of this master thesis focuses on the gap in literature on complex decision 

making for improving business processes based on qualitative data by designing and testing the 

conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data. This report describes a case 

study of the conceptual framework on the possibilities of improving the current process for order 

fulfilment at a big fast moving consumer goods company for perishables in the Netherlands. The report 

is a result of the master thesis, the final assessment of the master Operations Management and 

Logistics of Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The project is executed at an order fulfilment 

department called Customer Service Domestic (CSD), which receives and processes all incoming 

orders. This introductory chapter defines the company and department description in section 1.1, 

section 1.2 describes the problem description, 1.3 the case study description and the final section 1.4 

describes the research design, design problem, research questions and methodology.  

1.1 Company and department description 
The company is a large independent brewer with more than 300 international, regional and local 

specialty beers and ciders. They have operating companies in several countries, and one is the 

Netherlands. The Dutch operating company has its own supply services which consist of all 

departments related to supply chain and logistic services. The project is executed at the customer 

service domestic department of the Dutch operating company. Customer Service Domestic (CSD) is 

responsible for the logistic account management for all big retailers and wholesalers in the 

Netherlands. Which means that they are responsible for part of the order-to-cash (OTC) system for 

inland distribution. Order-to-cash is a set of business processes that involve receiving and fulfilling 

customer requests for goods or services and it includes activities like documentation, fulfilment, 

shipment, invoice creation, payment and recording (Rouse, 2012).  

1.2  Problem description 
The problem is that there is not much research done on complex decision making for improving 

business processes based on qualitative data. This research formulates a framework that combines a 

set of existing techniques and approaches from literature that is evaluated by a case study described 

in the next chapter. The framework does not want to give an optimal solution for a specific problem 

but shows how to structure and tackle a quantitative business process improvement. The four main 

steps of the framework are  1. Process investigation, 2. Business process analysis, 3. Define design 

space (including QOC analysis and Decision tree) and 4. Analyze design space. The formulation of the 

framework is described in Chapter 3. Next to this problem, there is also a gap in literature on the 

business, technical and organizational needs and effects of implementing software in an already 

existing software environment. This can be described as brownfield development, the development 

and deployment of new software systems in the presence of existing software applications 

(Techopedia, n.d.) 

1.3  Case study description 
Customer Service Domestic is responsible for the whole order-to-fulfilment system for inland 

distribution. For inland distribution, a make-to-stock (MTS) policy is used, this means products are 

produced based on a forecast and planning made by demand, planning and scheduling departments. 

Orders from customers come in (via SAP, mail or fax) at this department and need to be processed by 

one of the members. The processing in SAP takes place in batch mode, one day before the delivery 

due date, which means the company has a lead time of less than 24 hours. The processing includes a 

few steps for almost every order. The only exceptions are zero-touch orders, which are orders that 
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consists of a full truckload (FTL) of one product, these orders are processed automatically by the 

software system. The steps for each order are described in Table 1 and Table 2 and are graphically 

shown in Figure 2. After performing these steps for all orders, the out-of-stock (OOS) and final checks 

are done and the collection of orders is sent to the transportation company.  

A problem for the company and this department is out-of-stock situations. Especially in high demand 

seasons are out-of-stock situations a big problem for the order handling process. The biggest problem 

for CSD is the extra rework that must be done when an out-of-stock occurs, and the biggest problem 

for the company is the lost sales and a decrease in customer satisfaction. The company is active in the 

fast moving consumer goods industry, where the standard lead time in the Netherlands from order to 

delivery is less than 24 hours. The company wants to improve problems with the OOS situations but 

has no insight in all facets and capabilities of improving the order handling process using the available-

to-promise (ATP) functionality in SAP such that out-of-stocks can be prevented, or can better be acted 

on. ATP is a business function which works together with the master production schedule and provides 

a reliable response to the customer order request based on companies’ resource availability 

(Horrevorts, 2018b). This master thesis tries to give insight into the facets and capabilities of improving 

the order handling process with among other things available-to-promise. The scope of this research 

project are the problems related to out-of-stock for CSD and the related departments. 

Table 1 - Processing steps for all incoming orders  

Table 2 - Tasks for every batch of orders 

  

Figure 2 - Simplified order assigning steps per incoming order. 
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1.4   Research design 
The research tests the designed conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative 

data using a case study. The case study is the described in the case study description Chapter 1.3. The 

case study aims to give an overview of all the aspects, effects and options of the current order handling 

process and possible changes to handle out-of-stock situations.  The aim of this study is to fill the gap 

in literature on methods for complex decision making based on qualitative data, several 

frameworks/methods are combined as a guide for the decision maker. Next to testing the conceptual 

framework I aim to fill the gap in literature on the business, technical and organizational needs and 

effects of implementing available-to-promise in an existing ordering system. This can also be described 

as brownfield development, which includes the development and deployment of new software 

systems in the presence of existing software applications (Techopedia, n.d.). The systematic literature 

review on this topic is described in Chapter 2. This chapter describes the design problem (1.4.1), 

research questions (1.4.2) and methodology (1.4.3).  

1.4.1 Design problem 
The research perspective of the master thesis focuses on the gap in literature on complex decision 

making for improving business processes based on qualitative data by designing and testing the 

conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data. Testing is done to show the 

application perspective of the master thesis with a case study. Table 3 shows the design problem 

(Wieringa, 2014) of the case study. In short, it can be described as:  

Improve the insight in all facets and capabilities of improving the order handling process, by creating 

a decision model, such that it is easy-to-use, useful, complete and understandable, in order to create 

more order status transparency, lower time spent on out-of-stocks and earlier detection of out-of-

stocks. 

Table 3 - Design problem 
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1.4.2 Research questions 
The overall research question of this master thesis is shown in Table 4.   

The remainder research questions are defined to guide the case study of the research process, see 

Table 5. The first research question is part of the phase process investigation & business process 

analysis. This research question describes the current (as-is) situation. Which includes how the current 

process is executed including problems that occur. The second research question defines and analyses 

the design space (to-be situation), which represent new process structures including new availability 

solutions. These artifacts are designed following a QOC analysis (MacLean et al., 1991), framework for 

documenting architectural design decisions (Gu, Lago, & van Vliet, 2010),  decision tree framework 

(Magee, 1964), TOPSIS calculations (García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012) and a focus group (Daneva, 

2015). The last two research questions test the designed artifacts of the case study on their artifact 

requirements and stakeholder goals.  

Table 5 - Research questions 

 

Table 4 - Main research question. 
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1.4.3 Methodology 
The master thesis is executed according to a research cycle, which is shown in Figure 3 and is quite 

similar to the design science cycle (Wieringa, 2014). The design implementation phase is not included 

in the master thesis. The first three stages of the design science cycle are discussed below in 

combination with the case study.  

Problem understanding 

Problem understanding is the first phase of the master thesis. This phase includes the systematic 

literature review, which is conducted on the subject: Available-to-promise (ATP) with its capabilities, 

position in the supply chain, calculation methods, and key consideration in implementation 

(Horrevorts, 2018b). The second part is the research proposal (Horrevorts, 2018a) which is explained 

in this chapter and describes the problem statement, research design and outline (project plan). This 

chapter is based on data retrieved from observation, document analysis and interviews conducted 

with internal stakeholders.  

Artifact design 

This part of the thesis defines the conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative 

data. This framework is designed to make complex decisions on business process improvements. The 

framework is tested on a case study, further described in the artifact validation phase.  

Artifact validation – Case study  

The last part of the design science cycle is the artifact validation phase, which is executed using a case 

study. This chapter tests if the conceptual framework helps the decision maker to define questions, 

options, requirements and criteria and if it guides the decision maker to the preferred solution.  The 

case study is described in the Chapter 1.3. The methodology of the case study is shown in Figure 4 and 

described below.  

 

 

Figure 3 - Design science cycle for master thesis 
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The problem understanding includes the process investigation and business process analysis and leads 

to the complete description of the as-is situation using BPM phases: process identification, process 

architecture and process discovery (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers, 2018). Which are shown in 

Chapter 4.1.1: Process investigation. The process identification includes a process checklist, the 

architecture exists of process categories, relationships between processes and process landscape 

model. The process discovery methods that are used are evidence-based and interview-based 

discovery. The second part of the problem understanding is the business process analysis which is 

shown in Chapter 4.1.2. This includes stakeholder analysis, issue documentation, Pareto analysis and 

Root-cause analysis.  This results in a design space; a framework to define questions, options and 

criteria (MacLean et al., 1991).  

The second phase is the defining and analyzing the design space. In this phase, the different artifacts 

(to-be situation) need to be designed. Which need to be done to define all options in the design space 

analysis. The artifact design phase consists of three iterations. The first iteration is based on document 

analysis using a framework for documenting architectural design decisions (ADDs) for an educational 

setting (Gu et al., 2010) and a decision tree framework (Magee, 1964). The second iteration consists 

Figure 4 - Methodology of the case study in the validation phase.  
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of interviews with internal stakeholders to improve the decision tree framework of the first iteration. 

Together with this improvement, the effect scores of all solutions are calculated by the TOPSIS method, 

which is a technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (García-Cascales & Lamata, 

2012). The third iteration is executed with a focus group with employees from all related departments. 

This designing and revising leads to a to-be process model, which is tested in the validation phase.   

The artifact(s) is evaluated in the last part of the master thesis. The tests shows if the artifacts of the 

case study are feasible, what the effects are and if the artifact satisfies the requirements and 

stakeholder goals. The validation is split into two parts, the first part is the validation of the design 

requirements (research question 3) and the second part is the validation of the stakeholder goals 

(research question 4). Both parts are validated with a presentation followed by a questionnaire, the 

first one to check if users perceive the model as easy-to-use, useful, complete and understandable. 

The second part is based on case-based reasoning, questionnaire tests here if the cases have an effect 

on the stakeholder goals, which are order status transparency, less time spend on out-of-stock 

situations and earlier detection of out-of-stock situations. 
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2. Literature study 
This chapter describes the summary of the systematic literature review (SLR) that is executed as a start 

of the master thesis (Horrevorts, 2018b). The literature review is done to increase the knowledge on a 

specific topic, in this case: available-to-promise. The reason for a systematic literature is that SLR is ‘a 

means of evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research question 

or topic’ (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). This literature review is about available-to-promise (ATP); its 

capabilities (2.1), the position in the supply chain (2.2), calculation methods (2.3) and key 

considerations in implementation (2.4). 

2.1  What is available-to-promise and what are the capabilities?  
The first mention of ATP is based on the master production schedule (Schwendinger, 1979). I defined 

a definition based on definitions found with SLR for available-to-promise (Chen, Zhao, & Ball, 2001; 

Christou, 2012; Kurbel, 2013): 

‘ATP is a business function which works together with the master production schedule and provides a 

reliable response to the customer order request based on companies resource availability’. 

The ATP function has several capabilities, there are different models for make-to-stock (MTS), make-

to-order (MTO) and assemble-to-order (ATO) markets. These models differ among other things on the 

position of the decoupling point, ATP granularity and order lead-time. Next to this, other capabilities 

of available-to-promise are batch or real-time assigning of orders. The difference between these 

capabilities is that customers are served with first-come-first-serve policy or orders are handled based 

on allocation rules for a batch of orders for a specific time frame (Kilger & Schneeweiss, 2008).  

2.2   Where and how is available-to-promise positioned in the supply chain? 
The answer to this question is described with a model that shows the position of ATP with a make-to-

stock policy in the supply chain. The model shown in Figure 5 is a combination of the master planning 

(Entrup, 2005; Fleischmann, Meyr, & Wagner, 2005; Kilger & Schneeweiss, 2008; Vogel, 2014) and the 

SAP information software system (Fleischmann & Geier, 2012; Kurbel, 2013). 

2.3   Which main concepts/methods are used to calculate available-to-promise? 
There are several methods to calculate available-to-promise. The characteristics of the models are 

described according to four main categories namely:  

Calculation model - Most papers use a linear or mixed integer programming model, only one paper 

describes a simple (not optimization) model. 

Operating mode - There are two main operating modes, namely batch and real-time. These modes 

differ in timing and response (Vogel, 2014). In real-time mode, customers get an immediate reply to 

their order, while in batch mode replies are given at regular intervals. 

Tested effects - Some papers test their model according to an already existing order assigning model 

to check several effects. These tested effects are the length of a batching interval, the availability of 

resource reserve or different models for customer segmentation. 

Customer heterogeneity – this describes the optimization factors used in the model. Some models 

minimize the cost, some models maximize the profit, but also maximization of strategic value is used. 

Strategic value is the unit profit plus the assessment of the strategic importance of the customer 

(Vogel, 2014).  
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Figure 5 - The position of ATP (MTS policy) in the supply chain 

2.4   What are the key considerations in implementing available-to-promise? 
Some literature focuses on the considerations in implementing ATP. This question is answered in three 

categories, namely implementation factors, implementation process and tools for implementing ATP. 

The implementation factors, include front-end factors as customer response time and profitability and 

priority, back-end factors with for example system scope and resource type and the problem 

parameters, which are service level vs. product profitability, safety stock levels and so on. The 

considerations for the implementation process are about implementing an advanced planning system 

(APS), which includes ATP. The three main steps of this process are 1. Project definition, 2. Vendor 

selection and 3. Implementation. A drawback here is that it focuses on implementing a whole planning 

system instead of only implementing ATP in an existing system (brownfield). Two main tools that can 

be used are mentioned. The availability management simulation tool (AMST) (Lee, 2007), which is 

developed by IBM’s computer hardware business. The second tool is SAP supply management system 

(Fleischmann & Geier, 2012; Knolmayer, Mertens, Zeier, & Dickersbach, 2009; Kurbel, 2013).  
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2.5  Discussion 
The most important finding from the literature review is that all literature about ATP is relatively old. 

The first mention of ATP in literature is from Schwendinger (1979) and more than 80% of the literature 

from the SLR is written between 2000 and 2010. Next to this, almost all papers are about implementing 

a whole new system, for example manufacturing resource planning or SAP APO system. That is a bit 

outdated because in 2018 it is hard to find a company with no ordering system at all. I aim to fill the 

gap in the literature on the effects of implementing available-to-promise in an existing ordering 

system. This can also be described as brownfield development, which includes the development and 

deployment of new software systems in the presence of existing software applications.  
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3. Artifact formulation 
This chapter defines the conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data that 

is designed to make complex decisions on process improvements. Searching for methods for decision 

making leads to long lists of different techniques like expected-value optimization, decisional balance 

sheets, decision support systems and so on. Most of these techniques are based on quantitative data 

such as sales figures, profitability and return on investment. This research tries to design a technique 

that helps to make a decision based on qualitative data focused on process improvement. The 

conceptual framework is shown in Figure 6 and is described below.  

The framework exists of four main steps, process investigation, business process analysis, define design 

space and analyze design space. The first step, process investigation (Dumas et al., 2018) includes the 

steps process identification, process architecture and process discovery. The goal of this step is to show 

the as-is situation and includes what the process actually is, the position in a broader context and if it 

is worth to improve the specific process.  

If the as-is situation is defined by the first step, the as-is situation must be analyzed by the second step 

of the framework Business process analysis. The goal of this step is to find how the process performs 

and what the main problems are. Two methods for analyzing the process are Pareto analysis (Craft & 

Leake, 2002) to identify issues in the process and Root-cause analysis (Doggett, 2005; Myszewski, 2013) 

Figure 6 - Conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data. 
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to describe among others the causes of issues. The benefits of these methods combined is the fact that 

the Pareto analysis identifies which issues should be given priority (Dumas et al., 2018) and the Root- 

cause analysis shows which causes of the identified problems are found to make sure the problem will 

not continue to exists (Doggett, 2005). The process investigation and business process analysis 

combined represent a structured way of identifying the current situation and issues in a process 

oriented context.  

The next step of the framework is defining the design space, to show an overview of all possible options 

for improving the process. Defining the design space consists of a few steps, starting with define 

options using a framework for architectural design decisions (Gu et al., 2010). This framework helps to 

record all possible architectural design decisions in a structured way to support structured reasoning. 

All options that are accepted from the framework for architectural design decisions can be used for 

the QOC analysis, an approach for representing a structured space of design alternatives and the 

considerations for choosing among them (MacLean et al., 1991). The framework is used because it 

shows the questions, options and criteria in one model, such that it can be understood by all people 

that design and build it but also by those who need to use it. All options from the QOC analysis need 

to be ranked by the criteria defined in the QOC analysis, which is used for multi-criteria decision making 

(Triantaphyllou, 2000), important here is accurately estimate the pertinent data. An example is to use 

interviews or questionnaires to translate qualitative data to a ranked score. The last part of the defining 

the design space is designing the decision tree (Magee, 1964). The qualitative decision tree has as goal 

to guide a decision maker to the final solution instead of showing the optimal solution. An important 

advantage of the decision tree is that it forces the consideration of all possible outcomes, each path 

leads to a conclusion and next to this, it is easy-to-use for first time users.  

After designing the design space the last phase is analyzing the design space, which can be done in a 

qualitative or quantitative manner. The qualitative manner of analyzing the design space can be done 

with a Focus Group (Beck, Trombette, & Share, 1986; Wilkinson, 1998). The most important advantage 

of this method is that participants can give explanation on the reasons why they made specific 

decisions in the decision tree to come at a conclusion. A disadvantage of this method is  that 

participants can be biased or that no consensus on the decision is found. The quantitative manner of 

analyzing the design space can be done by a multi-criteria decision making method as TOPSIS 

calculations (García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012). A technique to define the order preference based on 

similarity to the ideal solution. An advantage of this technique is that the calculation is straight forward 

and gives a ranked overview of all solutions. A disadvantage is that the calculations are based on 

expected effect scores which is qualitative data translated to a ranked score, instead of quantitative 

data and it does not take into account human perceptions.  

This conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data is tested according to a 

case study executed for the problem at the company described in Chapter 1.3 and 1.1 respectively. 

The case study is described in the next chapter.  
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4. Case study 
This case study tests the conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data  in 

a real world context. The real world context is a department called Customer Service Domestic of big 

brewer that wants to get insight in improving their order handling process. This chapter exists of four 

main parts, Problem understanding 4.1, 4.2 Artifact design, 4.3 Validation of the case study and a 

conclusion of the case study in Chapter 4.4.  

4.1  Problem understanding 
This chapter describes the problem understanding and exists of the process investigation and the 

business process analysis. The goal of the first step is to define the current (as-is) situation this can be 

done with research question 1 shown in Table 6. The current situation can be found by applying the 

BPM phases: process identification, process architecture and process discovery (Dumas et al., 2018). 

The second part, the business process analysis aims to find the issues in the current situation to get 

insight into the weaknesses of the current situation and their impact. This paragraph ends with a design 

space,  the QOC (questions, options, criteria) analysis (MacLean et al., 1991), which is the start for the 

artifact design phase. 

Table 6 - Research question 1 

 

4.1.1   Process investigation 
The process investigation exists of process identification, business process architecture and process 

discovery. The process identification is the first step of analyzing the process to be managed, the 

problem is identified, delimited and interrelated (Dumas et al., 2018). This step includes a process 

checklist, which makes sure that the process that is analyzed is a real business process and stated by 

Dumas et al. (2018): ‘not a chunk of work that is frequently repeated’. The identification leads to a 

process architecture, the architecture exists of process categories, relationships between processes 

and process landscape model. The last phase of the investigation is process discovery, which 

documents the current state of the process. There are two discovery methods used, namely evidence-

based (using document analysis) and interview-based discovery.  

I. Process identification 

This paragraph describes the process identification, the goal of this process step is to check if the 

process is of strategic importance to the company. According to the book Fundamentals of business 

process management (Dumas et al., 2018), the process identification can be done with a process 

checklist. The reason for this checklist is that organizations should focus on those processes that either 

creates value of strategic relevance or that have substantial problems (or both).  The process analyzed 

here is the order-to-delivery process for inland distribution at the customer service domestic 

department. Orders come in (via SAP, mail or fax) at this department and need to be processed by one 

of the members of the team. The order handling takes place in batch mode, one day before the delivery 

due date and includes some steps for every order, such as checking: product allocation, locate brewery, 

shipping conditions, full-truckload check, and out-of-stock check. The checklist questions and answers 

for the order handling process are described in Appendix A1. The order-to-delivery process is of 
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strategic importance to the company because all process checklist questions can be answered. Which 

means among other things that the process can be controlled, customer or company is willing to pay 

for this service, there is 1:1 relation with the event that initiates the process and all activities in scope 

and the process is big enough to investigate.  

II. Business process architecture 

After showing that the process has strategic importance for the company via process identification, 

the business process architecture needs to be defined. The aim of a process architecture is to provide 

a representation of the processes that exist in an organization (Dumas et al., 2018). Next to this, 

process architecture helps with defining the scope of the project. The business architecture shows 

related processes and their relationship to the order handling process, using a process landscape 

model. The process landscape model shows the core processes on a very abstract level, each of the 

elements of the process landscape model points to one or more detailed business processes. 

Appendix A1 Figure 21 shows all the separate processes in the master planning. The first (left) phase 

is based on a make-to-stock policy and exists of demand planning (forecasting), production planning, 

material requirement planning, operations scheduling and production. The last phase (right) shows the 

order-to-cash part of the core process. The process where this research is about is demand fulfilment 

and is delineated with red. The transport planning is shown in white because it is executed by an 

external company. 

III. Process discovery 

Process discovery can be defined as the act of gathering information about an existing process and 

organizing it in terms of an as-is process model (van der Aalst, 2011). There are three classes of 

discovery methods, evidence-based discovery, interview-based discovery and workshop-based 

discovery. The first two are used to discover the current process. Evidence-based discovery can be 

done with three methods, document analysis, observation and automated process discovery. There is 

no data to do automated process discovery, and observation is not an option because the process is 

done individually on a computer. For this reason, the focus lies on the document analysis and 

interview-based discovery. The combination of the structured information from document analysis 

and the context-rich insight from interviews contribute together to an overall view of the problem. 

The interviews and document analysis lead to a business process model, stakeholder overview and 

information flow diagram. The business process model is defined to give a clear understanding of the 

whole process and every step of this process, it also provides consistency, controls the process and 

identifies redundancies and inefficiencies. The stakeholder analysis is done to show everyone’s 

contribution to the process. The stakeholder overview shows all departments related to the order 

handling process, their description, their connection to the process, and their goals related to the 

process. The information flow diagram describes the movement of information related to the process 

and for a better understanding of the information system structure.  

Business process model 

The business process model is defined with document analysis and unstructured interviews with the 

employees of customer service domestic department, who are the actors of the process. Figure 7 

shows the overview of the process and Appendix A2 shows every step of the business process model 

including the description and in- and output.  
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Figure 7 - Business process model – order handling process 
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Stakeholder overview 

This paragraph describes the stakeholder overview, there are three categories of stakeholders, namely 

the actors of the process, internal stakeholders and external stakeholders. The first category is the 

actors, which are the employees of the CSD department, who actually execute the process. The second 

category is the internal stakeholders, these are related departments of the company, whom all have a 

different connection to the process. Figure 8 shows the position of all internal stakeholders in the 

organization in light green. The last category, are the external stakeholders, this category exists of the 

customers of the department, which are the Dutch supermarkets and wholesalers. Appendix A3 

describes an overview of the stakeholders, their description and connection to customer service 

domestic department (CSD).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 - Organogram with stakeholders of this project in light green. 

Information flow diagram 

The information flow diagram is designed for a better understanding of the information system 

structure within the company. The main reason for describing the information flow diagram is that 

different departments work with separate systems related to each other but not always consistent and 

accurate. For example, the demand department has its own forecasting system, operational scheduling 

has its own planning program and the operations use a warehouse management system, while CSD 

uses SAP for order handling.  

The information flow diagram is defined with unstructured interviews with several internal 

stakeholders and employees of the customer service and IT department. Next to this, document 

analysis is done to check relations between information and other software systems. The information 

flow diagram in Figure 9 shows an overview of the software systems, which play a role in the order 

assigning process of CSD. The functionalities of all aspects of the information flow diagram are 

described in Appendix A4. 
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Figure 9 - Information flow diagram 

 

4.1.2  Business process analysis 
The process investigation has shown the as-is situation with a business process model, stakeholder 

overview and information flow diagram. This chapter is the sequel to the process investigation and 

analyses the as-is situation. This analysis is done to find how the process performs and to find what 

the main problems are. The analysis is done in a few steps, first starting with identifying issues using  

semi-structured interviews, than the issues are registered and a Pareto analysis is done to find the 

issues that need priority. The issues with priority are analyzed using a 5Whys diagram to find the root 

cause and are explained in detail in the issue description. This leads in the end to a QOC analysis as a 

basis for the artifact design in the next chapter.   

I. Identify and register issues 

Some semi-structured interviews are executed with actors and internal stakeholders to get insight into 

the current problems and the relation of every stakeholder to these problems and causes. The seven 

interviews are done with representatives of the departments: customer service domestic, market 

business partners, demand, account management retail, tactical planning, operational scheduling and 

operations. The results on the main questions of the interviews are shown in Appendix A5. The main 

questions are shown below:  

1. What are the causes of out-of-stock situations? 

2. What must be improved in the current situation/process? 

3. How are availability problems measured? 

4. Do you have remaining remarks? 
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Using these main questions, some issues are defined which are shown in Table 7 together with the 

number of times they are mentioned by the seven interviewees. The issues are registered in Appendix 

A6. Issue G, more material requirement planning is outside the scope of the master thesis because this 

is not a responsibility of the customer service domestic department. Material requirement planning is 

done by the tactical planning department and they prefer using their current planning tool (See 

information flow diagram).  

Table 7 - Issues of the as-is situation 

 

II. Pareto analysis 

The  Pareto analysis is founded by Joseph M. Juran, who stated: ‘in any series of elements to be 

controlled, a selected small fraction, in terms of numbers of elements always accounts for a large 

fraction in terms of effect.’ (Craft & Leake, 2002). The aim of Pareto analysis is to identify which issues 

should be given priority (Dumas et al., 2018). The priority issues can be selected by reflecting the issues 

to the company goals, which are cost savings and higher customer satisfaction.   

Table 8 shows the issues with the number of mentions and the effect score on cost savings and 

customer satisfaction. The effect score is estimated by the researcher, based on the arguments 

provided by the internal stakeholders and actors showed in Appendix A7. The table shows the effect 

on the cost savings and improvement of customer satisfaction if the issue improves/is solved.  These 

rankings are also shown in a PICK graph in Figure 10, which shows which issues are possible, 

implemented, challenges or killed (Dumas et al., 2018).  

- Possible: issues that can be addressed if there are sufficient resources to do so.  

- Implement: issues that should definitely be implemented as a matter of priority.  

- Challenge: issues that should be addressed but require a significant amount of effort.  

- Kill: issues that are probably not worth addressing or at least not to their full extent.  
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Table 8 - Issues with estimated effects on stakeholder goals. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Potential improvements in a PICK chart 

III. Root-cause analysis 

The Pick diagram is derived from the estimated effect score of the Pareto analysis and only the issues 

in the categories challenge, implement and possible are further analyzed. The issues A, B, C & D are 

for this reason chosen for further analysis. The issues are analyzed using root cause-analysis because 

if the root cause is not identified the problem will continue to exist (Doggett, 2005). The technique 

that is used is the scheme of 5Whys, which is credited to Sakichi Toyoda (1867-1930). The purpose of 

this 5Whys diagram is to stimulate problem-oriented thinking, starting with the problem and find the 

root causes (Myszewski, 2013). One of the advantages is that the technique is relatively easy to use 

and practical. The results of the 5Whys analysis are shown in Appendix A8. 

According to these tables the name of the first issue (A) is changed, the communication with the 

customer, can better be described as order status transparency to customers. Issue B, no notification 
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if customer exceeds its own forecast is more an optional solution than a problem, for this reason it is 

not be discussed in chapter IV. Issue description. The three main problems are defined using  the 

5Whys analysis, these are: order status transparency, too much time spend on out-of-stock situations 

and late detection of out-of-stock situations. The whole picture around these problems is described in 

the issue description with some examples for every problem.  

IV. Issue description 

This chapter describes the three main problems of the current process and shows some examples of 
these problems.  
 

Order status transparency 

Customers that order more than one day in advance, have to wait till the last day before delivery 

before they are informed about the fulfilment of their delivery. This occurs because the order 

fulfilment is done in batch mode on the last day before delivery. The reason for this late decision model 

is that the company works with vendor management inventory (VMI) for one big customer. VMI is a 

continuous replenishment system between supplier and customer, where the supplier replenishes the 

warehouses of the customers based on the customers’ inventory position (Waller, Johnson, & Davis, 

1999). VMI works optimal if you measure the inventory position as late to the delivery as possible 

because all incoming and outgoing transports of that day in every specific warehouse are known. The 

late decision model is a problem for the other customers because the update on the status and 

communication about their order is also done only one day in advance (because of batch mode order 

fulfilment). This problem counts for customers that order more than one day in advance and who are 

not served by VMI. For this reason the order status can change, late to the delivery which means that 

the order status is not transparent. This low transparency can lead to unsatisfied customers.  

 

An example of this problem is shown in Appendix A9. The figure shows an SAP (MD04) overview of the 

availability of product 109203 at the brewery, which is the normal crate with 24 bottles. As can be 

seen, the available quantity is shown and orders that are already sent in by customers. The date on 

which this stock requirement list is made is 13 November 2018, which means the orders for the day 

after (14 November) are already ‘delivered’. This delivery means that the order is send to the 

transportation company. The problem can be seen at the bottom of the table, there are already orders 

for December 5th, which is 3 weeks from now. But these customers will be informed about the 

availability and delivery of their order on December 4th. 

 

Time spend on out-of-stock situations  

The next problem: if there is an out-of-stock situation customers need to be informed. If an order 

comes in and it can be fulfilled the customer gets an automatic confirmation. If it turns out that there 

is an out-of-stock situation, the customer needs to be informed about the planned availability and 

possible substitutes by a call from CSD. This takes a few minutes for one customer, but can take a lot 

of time of CSD if all customers need to be informed. This time spend on the call is not only a problem 

for the CSD department but also for other internal stakeholders. Because there are some other actions 

that need to be done by internal stakeholders that have a role in OOS situations (See example below). 

The internal stakeholders are described in the process investigation - stakeholder overview. Table 9 

describes the time spend on OOS situations from January 1st 2018 – September 16th 2018.  In this time 

period (37 weeks), 272 out-of-stock situations occurred. As can be seen in the table, all out-of-stock 

activities take on average around 12.8 hours a week.  
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Table 9 - Time spend on OOS situations (in minutes). 

 

Detection of out-of-stock situations 

At the moment the CSD detects some out-of-stock situations too late. They see most situations coming 

by the impending OOS meeting, but there are still some situations in which OOS is detected too late. 

There are four causes for this late detection of out-of-stock situations: 

- One of the reasons is that all orders are handled only one day in advance. If the product is not 

discussed at the impending OOS meeting, it is possible that an out-of-stock is found at the 

moment a customer orders more products than available. This results in very late detection of 

an out-of-stock situation and there is no other choice than wait for the next production batch.  

- The second cause is the inconsistency between the warehouse management system (WMS) 

and SAP inventory system. Sometimes it happens that the inventory position in SAP that is 

used by CSD is not equal to actual inventory position. If this is the case, out-of-stock situations 

are found at the moment an order is prepared by the operations department. 

- The third reason is that the out-of-stock check in SAP that is executed once a day to check if 

there are out-of-stock situations does only check single orders against the availability. Instead 

of a sum of all orders together against the available inventory. This cause also detects out-of-

stock only one day in advance.  

- The last cause of late detection of OOS is that the customer-specific forecast is not used by 

CSD. The demand department calculates the forecast for every stock keeping unit (SKU) based 

on their own trends and the forecasts send in by customers. This customers’ own forecast is 

not used by CSD to detect if customers order more than their own forecast. Sometimes a 

supermarket has a promotion on a specific sales item that is sold 3 times more than expected, 

this can have a huge effect on the inventory of this specific product. And can lead to out-of-

stock situations in the future.  

Appendix A9 shows two examples of OOS situations that are not detected on time, the first one 

because of the inconsistencies of SAP and the second one because the out-of-stock check is not 

correctly executed. The first table shows the overview for product 108895, a cask with Weizen 50 Liter 

on date 12 November 2018. The table shows that the available quantity is 682 pieces, but this quantity 

is blocked in the warehouse management system because of exceeding the best before date. It seems 
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like this product is still available, but it is not available for delivery. Another problem is shown in the 

last table of Appendix A9. This product is not shown in the OOS check, because the orders do not 

exceed the available quantity individually but they do together.  

V. QOC analysis 

After defining the three issues, the question, option, criteria (QOC) analysis can start. This analysis 

represents the design space analysis, which is a structured space of design alternatives including 

considerations for choosing among them (MacLean et al., 1991). The phases of the design space 

analysis (MacLean, Bellotti, & Shum, 1993) are added in Appendix A10.  The first phase of the QOC 

analysis is: Identify relevant information. This relevant information is found with the stakeholder and 

employee interviews and the business process analysis steps. The three issues are the input for the 

three main questions: 

1. How to create more order-status transparency? 

2. How to create less time spend on out-of-stocks? 

3. How to detect out-of-stock situations earlier in time?  

The second phase is: Structure material into rough QOC. Using issue description and the questions, 

three options (a, b & c) are defined, together with some requirements.  

a. Change the out-of-stock check. 

b. Implement available-to-promise. 

o Solve inconsistencies in SAP & WMS 

o Change process order data in SAP 

o Change order handling process 

o Prepare IT structure for ATP (decision/checking rules) 

c. Use forecasts in SAP. 

These three options can be ranked according to some criteria, the criteria are based on the Devil’s 

Quadrangle (Brand & H. van der Kolk, 1995) and the overall company goals, improve customer 

satisfaction and reduce costs. 

I. Process time – the time the order handling takes from the moment the order comes in to 

the order that is delivered or rejected.  

II. Process costs – the costs that are related to the process, this costs are related to the 

process time, because a longer process time results in higher costs.  

III. Process quality – the quality of the process can be described as being suitable to perform 

the process on an intended level.  

IV. Process flexibility – the amount in which the process can deal with uncertainty resulted 

from unexpected changes.  

V. Implementation time – the expected time needed for implementing a new process, 

structure or system.  

VI. Implementation costs – the expected costs of implementing a new process, structure or 

system.  

VII. Customer satisfaction – the percentage of customers who reported the experience with 

the company as exceeds specified satisfaction goals.  

VIII. Feasibility – the feasibility of a process is the chance on a successful change in the process, 

structure or system.  
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Figure 11 shows an overview of the questions, options and criteria and the connection between them. 

This is the first version of the QOC analysis and is used as a starting point for the artifact design phase, 

which is described in Chapter 4.2.   

  

Figure 11 - Relations between Questions, Options & criteria 
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4.2  Artifact design 
The artifact design phase is executed to answer research question 2, which is shown in Table 10. This 

artifact design phase results in a decision model that gives insight in all facets and capabilities of 

improving the order handling process. The artifact has to meet requirements like easy-to-use, 

usefulness, completeness and understandability, this is tested in the validation phase, which is 

described in Chapter 4.3.  

Table 10 - Research question 2 

 

The artifact design consists of three iterations, see Figure 12 for the tools and results of every iteration. 

The first iteration is based on document analysis using a framework for documenting architectural 

design decisions (ADDs) for an educational setting (Gu et al., 2010) and a decision tree framework 

(Magee, 1964). The second iteration results in a more detailed decision tree framework, based on 

qualitative interviews with actors and internal stakeholders. The reason for the descriptive interviews 

is to get a detailed interpretation of the situation that helps the researcher define all possible solutions. 

This iteration results in scores for all possible solutions, which are analyzed by  the quantitative TOPSIS 

method (García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012) which is a technique to define the order preference based 

on similarity to the ideal solution. The last step of the artifact design is the third iteration, which is a 

focus group to find out the feelings, concerns, perceptions and thoughts about the decision model and 

the steps that need to be taken (Wilkinson, 1998).  

 

 

 

Figure 12 - Framework for artifact design phase 
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4.2.1  Artifact iteration 1  
The first part of this iteration is made with document analysis, using, among other things, a framework 

for ADDs for an educational setting (Gu et al., 2010). This framework is used to check all possible 

options, with the reason for rejection and process overview. Some minor parts of the theoretical model 

of Gu et al (2010) are changed to use it in combination with the QOC analysis. For example, the quality 

attributes are exchanged for the criteria from QOC: process time, process costs, process quality, 

process flexibility, implementation time, implementation costs, feasibility and customer satisfaction. 

The whole framework is shown in Appendix B1, Table 11 shows a summary of the design issues, 

identifiers and status and Figure 13 shows the new QOC analysis with options and requirements.  

Table 11 - Design issue, identifiers and status per identifier. 
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Figure 13 - QOC analysis including results of the framework of Gu et al. (2010) 

The first part of this artifact iteration describes the current options in the design space. From now, the 

actual artifact is developed. March and Smith (1995) distinguish 4 kinds of artifacts, namely constructs, 

models, methods and instantiations. Constructs can be the vocabulary of a domain, a model is a set of 

propositions or statements expressing relationships among constructs, a method is a set of steps 

necessary to perform certain tasks and instantiation is the realization of an artifact in its environment 

(March & Smith, 1995).  

The kind of artifact that is made here is a method, which graphically represents the steps that can be 

taken in the decision process. According to March & Smith (1995), a method can be used to give a 

representation of the improvement needs of a system. A decision-making tool of John F. Magee (1964) 

is used to show the decisions that need to be made, namely a decision tree. ‘The decision tree can 

clarify the choices, risks, objectives monetary gains and information needs involved in an investment 

problem’ (Magee, 1964).  

The decision-event chain in Figure 14 is a multiple stage decision tree, where every option has two 

possible outputs: ‘yes’ or ‘no’. If more information is needed, extra research can be done and the 

decision tree needs to start over again. There is a difference between change events (circles) and 
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decision points (squares). The decision points represent the decision on a design option while the other 

chance events are decisions on one of the requirements each. These requirements together lead to a 

final decision for that category. The decision points represent the design options of the QOC analysis. 

The different paths in the decision tree can result in four main outcomes namely: do nothing, 

implement out-of-stock check (D1-Opt2), implement out-of-stock check (D1-Opt2) and ATP or 

implement out-of-stock check, ATP and forecasts in SAP (D3-Opt1). This iteration shows an overall 

overview of the steps and decisions that need to be made, further iterations focus more on the details 

of these decisions and other possible options.  

 

Figure 14 - Artifact 1 - decision tree 

4.2.2  Artifact iteration 2 
The second iteration is based on the first iteration and defined with stakeholder interviews. These 

descriptive interviews are held to get a detailed overview of the advantages and disadvantages of all 

possible solutions. According to Triantaphyllou (2000) one of the critical steps in dealing with any multi 

criteria decision model is to accurately estimate the pertinent data. For this reason the interviews are 

held for every decision point and change event to show all considerations for the decision and the 

expected ratings of the criteria of the QOC. The process criteria are based on the Devil’s Quadrangle 

and the other criteria are about the implementation, effect on customer satisfaction and feasibility. 

These other criteria show the impact of the suggested solutions, but also the time and cost that is 

needed for implementation and the feasibility of the proposed solutions. The criteria are shown in 

Table 12 and are ranked on a 5 points scale (--, -, +/-, +, ++) which represents: very low, low, acceptable, 

high and very high. Some criteria have a star (*), this means that a low score is positive and vice versa.  

These effects can be summarized in a design option score, in four different categories, namely the 

effect on the process, total time and cost of implementation, the effect on customer satisfaction and 

feasibility. This paragraph describes how the design option score is calculated. Every effect is translated 

to a number, from -2 to 2 (-- is -2, - is -1, +/- is 0, + is 1 and ++ is 2). For the calculations on the first two 
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levels scores with (*) get a (-) extra to make every score positive if it is positive and every score negative 

which has a negative effect. In this iteration, there is no ranking between criteria, which means every 

criterion has the same effect size.  

A simple example, every criteria that has a + results in these scores:  

Process = (-) process time + (-) process costs + process quality + process flexibility   

   = (-) 1 + (-) 1 + 1 + 1 = 0  

The process score can be between -8 and 8, where a positive score means a positive effect on the 

process and a negative score means a negative effect.  

Implementation = (-) implementation time + (-) implementation costs   

      = (-) 1 + (-) 1 = -2 

The implementation score can be between -4 and 4, where a positive score means less implementation 

effort (time & cost) and a score under zero means that the implementation effort is high.  

This example shows that the effect on the process is zero, which is negligible because it shows that this 

change has no effect. The implementation score, on the other hand, is -2, which means that the effort 

of implementation is high. With these scores together you can take the conclusion that this example 

is not a gainful project for implementation. If it turns out that a project has a chance to be successful 

for the process, the researcher can check the effects on customer satisfaction and the feasibility to 

define a conclusion. In the final decision tree, the scores per criteria and decision point lead to a total 

effect score. 

Table 12 - Criteria for the QOC analysis (left).    

Table 13 - Effect scores in words for options (right). 

 

In the coming paragraphs, the scores per option are shown. The numerical rating scale per criteria is 

now transformed into four overall ratings for the process, implementation, customer satisfaction and 

feasibility. The scores are on ratio level, which means the numbers indicate a magnitude of difference 

including a zero point. This zero point is for every score the same, only the range per score differs 

because the scores are built from a different number of criteria. For this reason Table 13 shows the 

scores per factor relative to the descriptive value (from very low to very high).  
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I. Decision point 1 – Out-of-stock check  

D1-Opt2 - Make a new out-of-stock check in another module in SAP. 

The out-of-stock check in SAP is executed once a day to check if there are out-of-stock situations. The 

problem with this check is that it only checks single orders against the available inventory instead of a 

sum of all orders together. The framework for architectural design decisions in iteration 1 showed that 

this out-of-stock check needs to be changed in another module than the SQ01. The estimated effects 

are shown in Table 14 together with the reasoning. 

Score 

The process score is 2, which means the project has a positive effect on the order fulfilment process 

of the customer service domestic department. Next to this, the implementation score is 3 which means 

the implementation cost and time are acceptable.  These two scores together show that this project 

could be useful in the future. Also, feasibility and customer satisfaction are positive, which is an extra 

reason to give a ‘go’ for this project.  

Drawback 

- A drawback of this option is that it is also possible that this project fails. If that is the case 

another out-of-stock check must be designed to detect out-of-stock. The disadvantage is that 

this project focuses on the integration of software systems and if it turns out it is not possible 

in SAP, another software system for this problem must be chosen, which makes the 

information flow diagram/system even more complex. 

- Another drawback is that the customer service department cannot work accurately at the 

moment because they do not have a working out-of-stock check, so the decision for 

implementation and actual implementation needs to be as fast as possible. 

Table 14 - Estimated effect score of D1-Opt2 
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II.   Decision point 2 – Available-to-promise 

This decision point describes the requirements of the second option of the QOC analysis, namely 

implement available-to-promise in SAP. The decision point can be reached in several different 

manners, a ‘go' on all four requirements leads to the optimal implementation of available-to-promise 

but there are also options for an adjusted version of available-to-promise. The description of these 

requirements, their effect scores and the total effect score of implementing available-to-promise are 

described in this section.  

D2-Opt2 Solve inconsistencies between SAP & WMS  

One of the requirements for implementing available-to-promise is solving the inconsistencies between 

SAP ERP system & the warehouse management system (WMS). The reason for this requirement is that 

the information in SAP is not perfect and up-to-date, so you can implement ATP but this does not solve 

the whole problems if you do not solve the inconsistencies. A team with members from different 

departments started a project about searching for a solution for the inconsistencies between SAP and 

WMS. The inconsistencies between these two systems are among others: 

- Types of stocks are not the same in WMS & SAP. 

- Best before date is only stored in WMS, not in SAP. 

- The production batch is only stored in WMS, not in SAP. 

- SAP and WMS automatically synchronize every 15 minutes, not constant. 

- Differences in IDoc’s (transfer information between SAP & WMS). 

- Last minute changes in orders that are already started in WMS cannot change anymore.    

At the moment, the team focuses on a feasibility study on the implementation of Astro WMS® instead 

of using the current WMS. The business and technical needs of this changeover need to be investigated 

by this project team.   

Score 

Table 15 shows the score for the first requirement (D2-Opt2) of implementing ATP. The effect score 

for the process is 3, which can be a sufficient influence on the process. The implementation score, on 

the other hand, has a negative score of -4 because the implementation time and costs of this project 

are very high. This leads to the first and most important drawback in the next section. There can be a 

positive effect on customer satisfaction, but the feasibility is not very high because there are different 

interests of different departments.  

Drawbacks 

- The first and most important drawback is that this project influences many departments with 

different goals, who want different functionalities in a warehouse management system. This 

project can have a positive effect on the CSD department, but this can have the reverse effect 

on for example the operations department which does all their tasks based on the warehouse 

management system or the customer service export department who work according to a 

make-to-order policy.  

- As described before, there is a team working on this project, the execution of the project about 

a new WMS is outside the scope of this thesis. The result of the project is an important input 

for the realization of the implementation of ATP.  
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Table 15 - Estimated effect score of D2-Opt2 

 

D2-Opt3 Change process order data in SAP. 

Another requirement for implementing available-to-promise is changing the process order data in SAP. 

At the moment this information in SAP is not always up-to-date, due to changes in the planning and 

delays in the production line. The production is planned in the program Infor, one week in advance by 

the operations scheduling department.  They release their planning to SAP every week on Thursday 

for the coming week. After this release, some changes in planning can occur. These changes can be 

caused by priority products that are out-of-stock, unavailable packing materials or delays on the 

production lines. These changes are processed in Infor but are only processed in SAP after production 

instead of before production. The correct information on the number of products is important if there 

are impending out-of-stocks or if the stock position is low. In this case, it is crucial that the exact 

production, release time and the number of products is correctly inserted in SAP. 

Operational Scheduling started a project for automatic (continuous) releasing if this project succeeds 

this will be positive for the implementation of ATP where data correctness is crucial. The project is 

complex and the main goal is increasing the interface between Infor, Pluto, MES, and SAP. 

Score 

Table 16 shows not only the scores per criteria but also overall scores for the process, implementation, 

customer satisfaction and feasibility. The influence on the process is positive, it will decrease process 

time because less rework is needed on problems with incorrect information. The implementation time 

is low because nothing will change in the process of CSD and costs include only the investigation costs 

of the process. The last aspects of customers’ satisfaction and feasibility are both sufficient.  
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Drawbacks 

- There is a chance that the project does not succeed, this results in the fact that the data in SAP 

will stay incorrect, which would have a negative effect on the results of ATP. Because if you 

use incorrect data as input the output will also be incorrect. The risk of failure is not very high, 

the expectation is to finish the project in May 2019. If it turns out that the project doesn’t solve 

the issues with process orders another option to solve this issue needs to be found. 

- As described before, there is a team working on this project, the execution of the project about 

a new release option for process orders is outside the scope of this thesis. The result of the 

project is an important input for the realization of the implementation of ATP.  

Table 16 - Estimated effect score of D2-Opt3 

 
D2-Opt4 Change order handling process. 

Changing the order handling process is divided into three variants for available-to-promise. From the 

interviews is found that all variants have some drawbacks, especially the implementation and expected 

effects differ per variant. The three different options are Full ATP, where available-to-promise is 

applied in SAP, the order handling process is changed and the customers are informed. The second 

variant is ATP for promotion orders (with informing customers), this means ATP is implemented in SAP, 

the order handling process stays the same but customers are informed to change their order process 

for promotion orders only. Sometimes customers order in one week way more than their normal 

demand because they have an article in the listing, this is called a promotion order. These listings are 

in most cases promoted on television or in a promotional brochure to attract customers to their stores. 

The last variant is implementing ATP in SAP, order handling process changes but customers are not 

informed. An overview of the effects of all three variants are shown in Table 17. The reasoning for the 

scores and description of all variants in the sections below.  
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Table 17 - Overview of scores for ATP variants. 

 

Variants 

1. Full ATP  

Use ATP for all orders and all customers, in this case, orders need to be handled differently and 

customers need to be informed. The order handling process date and time need to be changed so that 

orders are handled immediately when they come in. Customers need to be informed because they can 

change their ordering process as well and get advantages of the new system. Because the new situation 

can lead to earlier detection, less out-of-stock situations and less contact with customers about 

problems. 

Score 

The scores for this variant are shown in Table 18. The effect on the process is the highest of all versions, 

but together with this positive effect the implementation is also the biggest because SAP needs to be 

changed, order handling process needs to be changed and customers need to change their process. It 

leads to low feasibility, because the project is quite big, but if it works this will have a huge effect on 

customer satisfaction.   

Drawbacks 

- Implementation time and cost seem to be very high, examples are the recent implementation 

at other operating companies which took over a year in Romania, and 9 months in Russia.  
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Table 18 - Estimated effect score of D2-Opt4 variant 1 

 

 

2. ATP for promotion orders (with informing customers) –  

ATP can be implemented and used for promotion orders only, the handling process stays for the 

biggest part the same. Orders are still handled by CSD one day in advance but customers can send in 

promotion orders earlier with extra notification that this stock needs to be reserved. The process will 

only change for the specific promotion orders.  

Score 

The scores for this variant are shown in Table 19. The score for this variant is relatively good, the effect 

on the process is almost the same as for variant 1, the effect on process time is a bit lower but flexibility 

on the other side increases more. Positive about this variant is that the implementation time and cost 

are lower due to fact that the process handling does only change for special promotion orders.  

Drawback 

- A drawback of this variant is that the costs for implementing ATP are quite high, but the 

module is not optimally used because the process does not change for all orders. 
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Table 19 - Estimated effect score of D2-Opt4 variant 2 

 

 

3. ATP on the background (without informing customers)  

ATP can be implemented and the order handling process changes so that all orders can be handled 

when they come in. Customers do not get a notification, so they do not know that it is an advantage 

to order earlier in time. This solution has only a small desired effect. It will not lead to more customer 

transparency but can lead to the detection of out-of-stocks earlier. The effect on out-of-stocks is also 

small because most customers do not order early at the moment. 

Score  

The scores for this variant are shown in Table 20. The process quality and flexibility increase, but on 

the other hand implementation cost and time will be the same as for the second variant, quite high. 

The customer satisfaction of this variant is medium because customers are not informed about the 

changes in the order handling process, but will detect a decrease in out-of-stocks.   

Drawback 

- The costs and time of implementation seem to be too high for the process increase and the 

increase in customer satisfaction. But it can be the first step to full implementation of ATP. The 

question that needs to be asked with this variant is: ‘is it really necessary?’. 
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Table 20 - Estimated effect score of D2-Opt4 variant 3 

 

D2-Opt5 Prepare IT structure for ATP 
This is the last research and task that needs to be done before implementing available-to-promise, 

namely preparing the IT structure in SAP for ATP.  This step needs to be done by somebody from the 

IT department or an external SAP consultant. This step has another structure than the decisions before 

because it is not possible to give a design option score to this step. There are also no variants for this 

decision because the only choice is: the step has to be fulfilled or not. For this reason, this requirement 

is called a hard requirement. 

III.  Decision point 3 – Forecasts in SAP 

If decision point 2 results in one of the options X3 to X14, the decision leads to this decision point 3. 

On top of available-to-promise, a module in SAP can help with the comparison of incoming orders 

against customers’ own forecast. This can result in earlier detection of out-of-stock situations.  

D3-Opt1 Use forecasts in SAP 

Forecasts are sent in by customers to the commerce and demand planning department but are at the 

moment not used by CSD. CSD is handling the incoming orders on a daily basis but has no idea what 

the forecast per customers is, which results in some out-of-stock situations that could be prevented. 

If CSD tracks the weekly orders per customers in comparison to their own forecast for every SKU (stock 

keeping unit), they are notified when a customer drastically exceeds its own forecast and there is a 

possibility for an intervention. 

Score 

The scores for this variant are shown in Table 21. Implementing this solution could have a positive 

effect on the process, especially on quality and flexibility. The implementation time and cost are 

medium, due to the fact that there are already Operating Companies (OpCo's) that use a comparable 

module. The feasibility and customer satisfaction depend on the effort customers put in this project. 
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Drawbacks 

- The most important drawback is the fact that the company is dependent on the customers’  

forecast. The customer has to send in their own forecast but this forecast can be used against 

the customer if he/she orders more than forecasted. The positive side of this drawback is that 

the customer improves its forecast accuracy. A fear of this method is that customers 

structurally increase their forecast to be safe.   

Table 21 - Estimated effect score of D3-Opt1 

 

IV.  Decision tree artifact iteration 2 

Figure 15 shows the decision model as a result of iteration 2. This figure is a sketch to show the 

overview of decisions and optional solutions. Next to artifact 2, Appendix B2 shows a link to a Google 

form that represents a walkthrough of the decision model. The form can be used as a guide, to check 

if all requirements are met, and if not all requirements are met, it shows what could be the result of 

implementing ATP while some requirements are not met. If there is not enough research done to make 

a decision this must be solved first and the participant needs to start the decision model from the 

beginning. All these decisions together lead to several solutions, defined as X1 to X17. Where every 

decision point has its own solutions, Decision point 1 has X1 or X2, decision point 2 has X3 to X15 and 

decision point 3 results in X16 or X17. In the next paragraph, an effect score is calculated for every 

solution, to show what would be the effect from every solution on the process, implementation time 

and cost, customer satisfaction and feasibility. The walkthrough of the decision model, shows the 

effect scores for every decision point, the effect scores in words for solutions are shown in Table 22. 

  

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9sFzOzoMShwiC4ZGjV0NgkrUa6zMrVg-ZsUSdNfCloHhMuA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9sFzOzoMShwiC4ZGjV0NgkrUa6zMrVg-ZsUSdNfCloHhMuA/viewform?usp=sf_link
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Table 22 - Effect scores in words for solutions 

.  

  

Figure 15 - Decision model of iteration 2 
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TOPSIS calculations of artifact 2 

The effect scores defined during the artifact design phase can be analyzed by quantitative methods. 

There are some famous multi-criteria decision making methods, which all have their strengths and 

weaknesses. Some of the widely used methods are weighted sum model (WSM), weighted product 

model (WPM), analytic hierarchy process (AHP), ELECTRE and TOPSIS (Triantaphyllou, 2000). From 

research on all the methods, TOPSIS is chosen in this case. this is a technique for order preference by 

similarity to ideal solution (García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012). This method is chosen because this 

method is one of the most widely accepted variants, it assumes that ‘each criterion has a tendency of 

monotonically increasing or decreasing utility, which leads to easily define the positive and the 

negative ideal solutions.’ (Triantaphyllou, 2000) and the computation processes are straightforward 

(García-Cascales & Lamata, 2012). García-Cascales & Lamata (2012)  define a set of formulas to search 

for the optimal solution based on the weighted criteria.  The decision model leads to 50 combinations 

of options from decision point 1, 2 and 3. The overview of all effect scores from this iteration is shown 

in Appendix B3. The seven steps that need to be taken are:   

1. Create an evaluation matrix, with m alternatives and n criteria.  

(𝑥𝑖𝑗)𝑚𝑥𝑛         (1) 

2. Normalize the evaluation matrix.  

𝑟𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖𝑗

√∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑗
2𝑚

𝑘=1

, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛     (2) 

3. Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix.  

𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑤𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛     (3) 

Where 𝑤𝑗 =
𝑊𝑗

∑ 𝑊𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1

, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 

So that ∑ 𝑤𝑖 = 1𝑛
𝑖=1  

4. Determine the positive ideal and negative ideal solutions. 

𝐴+ = {𝑡1
+, … , 𝑡𝑛

+} = {max
𝑖

𝑡𝑖𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽)( max
𝑖

 𝑡𝑖𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′)} , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚  (4) 

𝐴− = {𝑡1
−, … , 𝑡𝑛

−} = {min
𝑖

𝑡𝑖𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽)( min
𝑖

 𝑡𝑖𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′)} , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚  (5) 

5. Calculate the separation measures. 

𝑑𝑖
+ = {∑ (𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗
+)2}1/2,   𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚     (6) 

𝑑𝑖
− = {∑ (𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗
−)2}1/2,   𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚    

6. Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution.  

𝑅𝑖 =  
𝑑𝑖

−

𝑑𝑖
−+𝑑𝑖

+ , 𝑑𝑖
+ = {∑ (𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑡𝑖𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗
+)2,   𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚    (7)  

𝑖𝑓 𝑅�̅� = 1 → 𝐴𝑖 = �̅�+  

𝑖𝑓 𝑅�̅� = 0 → 𝐴𝑖 = �̅�−  

7. Rank the preference order.  
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In this iteration, the four criteria process, implementation, customer satisfaction and feasibility have 

all the same weight to check what the result will be. The results of the calculations are shown in 

Appendix B3. Table 23 shows the five best solutions according to the TOPSIS method. These five 

solutions have the best combination of effects related to the optimal solution. This means a high 

influence on process compared to low implementation effort, and a positive score on customer service 

and feasibility. The results of these calculations are discussed in Chapter 4.2.4 the conclusion of the 

artifact design. 

Table 23 - Best options according to the TOPSIS method 

  

4.2.3  Artifact iteration 3 
The third iteration exists of a focus group, which is ‘an informal discussion among selected individuals 

about specific topics’ (Beck et al., 1986). The reason for a focus group is that it is not meant to arrive 

at a consensus or level of agreement but to identify the feelings, perceptions, and thoughts on the 

decision model (Wilkinson, 1998). The main purpose of this focus group is to get new ideas to improve 

the decision tree or identify new relationships. The Google form of iteration 2 shown in Appendix B2 

is designed to help employees go through the steps of the decision model and find the solution that 

suits the organization best. The results of the focus group are compared to the results of the TOPSIS 

method of iteration 2 and 3. Daneva (2015) defined the process for a focus group in six steps. Which 

includes among other things defining the research questions, select participants, execute the session 

and analyze the data (Daneva, 2015). The information and execution of every step are shown in 

Appendix B4. This paragraph is divided into three parts, first the suggested improvements of the 

model, second the opinion on the variants of available-to-promise and third the decision tree resulted 

from iteration 3.  

I. Decision model improvements 

The focus group helped to find areas for improvement in the decision model. These improvements are 

analyzed using the same framework as at iteration 1, the framework for architectural design decisions 

(Gu et al., 2010). The detailed description of the architectural design decisions can be found in 

Appendix B5 and an overview is shown in Table 24 This new design decisions lead to a new QOC 

analysis which is shown in Figure 16. These new QOC has two new artifact requirements for the option 

available-to-promise. The first requirement is batch management, the second requirement is the 

integration of VMI and ATP in SAP which is a hard requirement. Next to this extra requirements, the 

participants of the focus group asked for better model understandability. All these improvements are 

described below.  
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Table 24 - Design issue, identifiers and status per identifier. 
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Figure 16 - QOC analysis artifact iteration 3 

Batch management 

At the moment production batches including best-before-dates (BBD) are only accurately stored in the 

warehouse management system (WMS) while orders of customers are handled in SAP. Some 

customers accept a postponement of the remaining shelf life (less than 4 months), so an improvement 

will be a checkpoint in the order handling process where the employees of CSD can manage remaining 

shelf life per customer. An automatic built-in can be made in SAP, which automatically takes the 

batches according to the FEFO (first executed first out) principle. If the company decides to deliver a 

specific batch to specific customers they must give an extra notification with the order. The reason 

that it is preferred to integrate the batch management is SAP is that it is better to make SAP the leading 

software system instead of WMS. Batch information is a requirement for available-to-promise because 

available-to-promise calculates the available quantity based on the available stock and process orders. 

If a part of the available quantity exceeds the shelf life of 4 months in the coming week the stock must 

be blocked automatically in SAP. This is done manually in WMS in the current situation.  
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Score  

The effect score is shown in Table 25. The effect on the process is medium high because this option 

can have a positive impact on process quality and flexibility. This is caused by the fact that it will be 

possible for CSD to assign batches to different customers if they want another batch than the standard 

policy: FEFO. The effort of implementation is medium, some changes need to be made in SAP but most 

of the functionalities are already available in SAP. The effect on the customer is medium because the 

improvement is focused to make the work for CSD easier instead of improving customer satisfaction.  

Feasibility is also high because it is easy to implement this change.  

Drawback 

- If the stock that exceeds the shelf life cannot be blocked automatically, it is an option that this 

must be done manually every month. This is done in this way at the moment, but that is easier 

now because it is only one day before delivery instead of a week or one and a half week before 

the new month in the new situation.  

Table 25 - Estimated effect scores of It3-D1-Opt1 

 

Integration of VMI & ATP 

Integration between vendor management inventory and available-to-promise is very important. The 

reason is that these systems work optimally in a reversed way, available-to-promise wants to have 

orders as early as possible, while vendor management inventory wants the stock information and 

orders as late to the delivery as possible. The problem is that if other customers order as early as 

possible and the stock is reserved for them, the VMI customers are most of the time hardest hit by 

out-of-stock situations. To ensure this is not the case, initial dummy orders must be made based on 

the forecasts to reserve part of the stock for the VMI customer. The dummy orders must show up 

automatically and deleted automatically if a real order is made. This is a hard requirement for available-

to-promise because without integration of these modules available-to-promise will not have its 

desired effects.  
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Score 

Table 26 shows the effect scores. The effect on the process is medium, but that does not mean this 

requirement is not important. It is an important requirement because without integration of VMI and 

ATP is available-to-promise not achievable. Implementation time and cost are medium high, because 

a customized module must be designed to make initial dummy orders and delete them when an actual 

order comes in. This requirement on its own does not lead to higher customer satisfaction, only in 

combination with ATP it will. The feasibility is medium because only changes in SAP are needed.  

Drawback 

- This is a hard requirement, so if there is no option to combine ATP and VMI, no option of 

available-to-promise will be achievable.  

Table 26 - Estimated effect scores It3-D2-Opt2 

 

Model understandability 

The last decision tree improvement is not based on the aspects of the model but on the model 

understandability. The first reaction of people in the focus group was that they did not know where to 

start, and did not exactly knew what was expected from them. One of the reasons is that the 

participants of the focus group are not the actual target audience, the target audience is actually the 

management team who in the end decide on all big improvement projects. Nevertheless, two of the 

artifact requirements are understandability and easy-to-use, so an improvement on this part is useful. 

The improvement exists of two parts, increase the ease-of-use of the decision model by making the 

visual model more clear and structured and add instructions on the usage and utility of the model. The 

instruction manual is a summary of the artifact design phase (Chapter 4.2) and is for that reason not 

added in the Appendix but is handed over to the company together with the decision model.   
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II. Variants of available-to-promise 

This paragraph describes the individual preferences of the participants in the focus group. As can be 

seen in Figure 17, the participants’ opinion is divided over the three variants. Three participants have 

chosen for the third variant where ATP is used on the background and customers are not informed. 

Two participants have chosen for the second variant, where ATP is mainly used for promotion orders 

and customers get their own responsibility in ordering on time. One participant has chosen for the full 

option of ATP but mentions that this is the ideal solution. The advantages and disadvantages discussed 

during the Focus Group are also shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - Individual preferences for variants of ATP 

 

III. Decision tree artifact iteration 3 

Figure 18 shows the simplified artifact of iteration 3 and Appendix B6 shows the complete artifact of 

iteration 3. The complete artifact is based on the artifact of iteration 2 including the decision model 

improvements batch management and integration of VMI & ATP. The complete artifact looks complex 

and is probably not easy-to-use for first time users, for this reason an interactive presentation is made 

with Prezi to show how to go through the steps including information that shows the options per 

decision point. A link to the interactive presentation is added in Appendix B7. The decision tree in the 

appendix is not excluded from the thesis because it shows all the options and together with that the 

complexity of the decision. In the complete artifact in the appendix, the red dotted delineated area is 

the main process of the decision tree, if one of the soft requirements is not met the decision tree leads 

to one of the solutions on the left. If all soft and hard requirements are met it leads to one of the 

optimal solutions including X3, X4 and X5. The TOPSIS calculations for artifact 3 are shown in the next 

paragraph.  
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Figure 18 - Options per step of the decision tree. 

TOPSIS calculations of artifact 3 

Together with the extra requirements for this artifact, extra solutions arise. The TOPSIS calculation is 

done with 98 possible solutions. The results of the calculations are shown in the link in Appendix B7 

and the five best solutions are displayed in Table 27 below. These five solutions have the best 

combination of effects related to the optimal solution. This means a high influence on process 

compared to low implementation effort, and a positive score on customer service and feasibility. 

Striking in these results is that decision point 1 and 3 have only two possibilities which are both 

represented in the top five. Decision point 2 has a lot of options from what options X4, X5 and X13 

appear in the top five, striking on this is that 4 out of 5 solutions represent an option including variant 

2: available-to-promise with promotions.  

Table 27 - TOPSIS calculation artifact 3 
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4.2.4  Conclusion artifact design phase 
This paragraph shows the conclusion of the artifact design phase. It compares the individual 

preferences to the results of the TOPSIS calculation of artifact 2 (Table 23) and the TOPSIS calculation 

of artifact 3 (Table 27). The participants in the focus group are divided on the choice of the variants of 

available-to-promise, compared to the TOPSIS calculation which is congenial in the options of both 

iterations. Decision point two shows among others the preferred available-to-promise variant. In 9 out 

of 10 cases from both the top 5’s, is this an option that represents variant 2 available-to-promise, which 

is the ATP variant for promotions.  Decision point 1 represents the choice for a new out-of-stock check, 

where X1 is represented most, this is argumentative because the implementation time & cost are low 

for this option compared to the desired effects. The same counts for decision point 3 forecasts in SAP. 

Option 16 is represented most, because implementation time & cost are low compared to the desired 

effects, but the difference is not big with not implementing forecasts in SAP. This comparison shows 

that there is a difference between the calculative optimum and the opinion of the focus group on this 

topics. This difference can be linked to the fact that the calculations give the same weight to all four 

criteria, while the participants give a higher weight to process improvement than for example 

implementation time. 

4.3   Validation  
This chapter tests the case study validation, the validation shows if the model meets its requirements 

and specification and proves if the model fulfills its intended purpose.  ‘Validation is building the right 

system’ (Boehm, 1981).  Validation is done in two ways to answer research questions 3 & 4, with as 

goal to test the model. These research question are respectively shown in Table 28 and 29. Validation 

checks if the artifact meets the predefined artifact requirements (research question 3) in 4.3.1 and the 

stakeholder goals (research question 4) in 4.3.2.  

Table 28 - Research question 3 

Table 29 - Research question 4 

 

4.3.1  Validation of artifact requirements 
The artifact requirements are easy-to-use, usefulness, completeness and understandability. These are 

all functional requirements, which can be described as a requirement for the desired functions of an 

artifact (Wieringa, 2014). The reason that is chosen for these four requirements is to make sure the 

model does what it is intended to do (usefulness), does not miss parts (completeness) and can be used 
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by all decision makers without background knowledge (easy-to-use and understandable). The reason 

for the last two requirements is that the company is not ready for the provided improvement at the 

moment, so it will also be understandable for stakeholders in the future who did not participate in the 

research. To test the effect on the artifact requirements, a presentation followed by a questionnaire is 

prepared for the users of the decision tree. The research design including goal, participants, response 

rate and method of analysis is shown in Appendix C1. The questions are also shown in Appendix C1, all 

questions have the answer options: 1-5 which represent respectively strongly disagree to strongly 

agree. Some questions have a star, the results of these questions needs to be reversed. Three 

participants went through the decision model and answered the validation questions. The results of 

the questionnaire are shown in Appendix C1, and a summary of results on the requirements are shown 

in Figure 19. As can be seen from this figure, all requirements are ranked above 3.00, which represents 

a sufficient score. But it needs to be mentioned that improvement is possible, because all average 

values are between 3.00 and 4.00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Artifact requirement validation results 

4.3.2  Validation of stakeholder goals 
The validation of the stakeholder goals is done to show that the score of the solution provides a valid 

advice that helps to reach at least one of the stakeholder goals. These stakeholder goals are shown in 

the QOC analysis and are more order status transparency, less time spend on out-of-stock and detect 

out-of-stock earlier in time. The validation is done according to a case-based reasoning principle, case-

based research studies single cases in sequence to draw conclusions between case studies. In design 

sciences, case-based reasoning explains observed behavior in terms of mechanisms in the artifact and 

context (Wieringa, 2014). More specific a single-case mechanism experiment is executed to investigate 

the effect of a difference of an independent variable on a dependent variable (Wieringa, 2014). The 

validation of the artifact related to the stakeholder goals is done based on a case for every decision 

point in the decision model. The cases (objects of study) that are chosen to check the effect on the 

stakeholder goals are the options from the QOC analysis: out-of-stock check, all ATP variants and the 

forecasts in SAP separately. The solutions with deviant requirements for the ATP variants are out-of-

scope of this validation due to the fact that the optimal score is reached if all requirements are met. 

To test the effect on the stakeholder goals a presentation to the stakeholders is given about the artifact 

and participants are asked to fill in a questionnaire afterwards. The questions and results of the whole 
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questionnaire are shown in Appendix C2, and a summary of results is shown in Figure 20. The ranking 

is on a 5 points scale, where 1 is a strong negative effect, 3 represents no effect and 5 is a strong 

positive effect. For this reason only relations between the options and goals with an average score 

higher than or equal to 4.00 are marked as ‘valid’. Figure 19 shows only the relations which are valid, 

these are the same as the relations in the QOC analysis, which means the stakeholder goals are 

validated in relation to these cases, which represent the separate parts of the possible solutions.  

 

Figure 20 - Validated relations between options and goals. 

4.4 Conclusion Case Study  
This paragraph shows the conclusion of the case study related to the literature. The research design 

stated that together with designing an artifact that solves the design problem for the company, the 

goal is to fill the gap in literature on brownfield development and methods for complex decision 

making based on qualitative data. The lesson learned on brownfield development is that possible 

design options are related to many requirements. In this case, 5 out of 6 requirements for available-

to-promise are related to improvements and adjustments of the current software systems. The other 

requirement is based on changing the business process and way of working. The conclusion on this 

topic is that it is very important to focus on all possible changes in an existing software environment, 

because implementation of a new brownfield development should not negatively influence the current 

software system. The main part of the research perspective is testing the framework for complex 

decision making with qualitative data on a real life example by performing a case study. The artifact 

design phase showed that all steps of the framework could be performed for this specific case. 

Something that can be mentioned here is that some iterations where needed to come to the detailed 

QOC overview and the decision tree. This is not included in the framework because it is about the 

execution of one of the sub steps of the framework. The case study gives a complete overview of the 

options for improvement and guides the decision maker to choose among them. 
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5.  Conclusion & Discussion  
The conclusion and discussion exists of several parts, first the main results are summarized in 5.1. 

Thereafter, the limitations are described in 5.2 and implications for future research are shown in the 

last part 5.3 of this conclusion and discussion.  

5.1  Main results 
This chapter describes the main results of the research starting with the main research question, 

focused on the research perspective. 

Does the conceptual framework for complex decision making with qualitative data help to define 

options for improvement and choose among them? 

The case study showed that is useful to use the framework for complex decision making with 

qualitative data. The reason is that combining a set of existing techniques and approaches lead to a 

better overview of all facets and capabilities of improving a process. The framework helped to define 

all possible options for improvement and resulted in a decision tree which guides the decision maker 

during the process to all possible solutions. This framework can be used for all kinds of complex 

decisions and helps the decision maker to split up a big decision in smaller decision points. The research 

shows that a calculated optimal solution can be used as guide for the decision, but will not 

automatically be the preferred solution of stakeholders. If human aspects and different stakeholder 

goals are involved in the decision it can lead to different qualitative ‘optimal’ solutions. Due to the fact 

that the priority of different stakeholders on costs, customer service and risks can be different. 

According to the advantages and disadvantages of the calculations and focus group it is recommended 

to use both qualitative and quantitative techniques together. Such that a calculated optimum and 

individual results of the decision tree can be used as a starting point for a focus group. The rest of the 

main results are focused on the application perspective and answer the four research questions of this 

part.  

5.1.1  Research question 1 
1. What is the current order assigning situation at the customer service domestic department? 

The first research question is answered with process investigation (process identification, business 

process architecture and process discovery) and business process analysis (Pareto analysis and Root-

cause analysis) and results in a QOC analysis with three main issues. The first issue is order status 

transparency, the department works with a short lead time of less than 24 hours. Customers are 

allowed to send in orders more than one day in advance but the order fulfillment is done in batch 

mode on the last day before delivery. The late order handling is ideal in combination with vendor 

management inventory which is done for the biggest customer but not ideal for small customers who 

order earlier. The status of their orders is not transparent, which can lead to unsatisfied customers if 

it turns out orders cannot be fulfilled. The second issue is the time spend on out-of-stock situations. 

Out-of-stock is not only a problem for the customer satisfaction but also some rework needs to be 

done. Some actions that need to be taken in an out-of-stock situation are customers need to be 

informed about the planned availability or possible substitutes, all customers get an out-of-stock 

notification and quotation meetings need to be planned, next to this there are weekly 

micromanagement meetings and impending OOS meetings. The third issue is the detection of out-of-

stock situations, some of the out-of-stock situations are detected too late due to four main causes. 

Firstly, the short lead time sometimes provokes an OOS is found if the orders are handled, less than 24 

hours before delivery. The second cause is inconsistencies between the warehouse management 

system (WMS) and the SAP system, in this case the order handling department thinks a product is 
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available but it turns out it is already out-of-stock. Another reason is an incorrect calculation done by 

the out-of-stock check, this check in SAP only checks single orders against the inventory instead of a 

sum of all orders. A last cause is the fact that customer specific forecasts are not used by the order 

handling department, so if a specific customers orders way more than expected no warning arises.  

5.1.2  Research question 2 
2. What options for improving the order assigning situation are possible? 

This research question is answered by following a QOC (questions, options and criteria) analysis 

(MacLean et al., 1991)  and a decision tree which can result in all 98 possible solutions. The purpose of 

the decision tree is to guide the decision maker through all requirements and options to a final 

solution.  The questions of the QOC analysis are based on the three issues found with research question 

1, then 3 options are defined namely change the out-of-stock check in SAP, implement available-to-

promise and use forecasts in SAP. These options are based on several requirements and are ranked 

based on eight criteria, process time, process costs, process quality, process flexibility, implementation 

time, implementation costs, customer satisfaction, feasibility. The three options including the 

requirements can lead to 98 different combinations of solutions which are all ranked based on the 

given criteria and a closest to optimal solution is found with TOPSIS calculations (García-Cascales & 

Lamata, 2012). The decision tree is a guide, not a tool to find the optimal solution based on expected 

effects but helps to make a qualitative decision on the complex improvement options.  

5.1.3  Research question 3 & 4 
3. Does the designed artifact met the artifact requirements? 

4. What is the effect of the (possible) solutions from the artifact on the stakeholder goals? 

The last two requirements are related to the validation of the QOC analysis and decision tree. The 

validation checks if the right system is build (Boehm, 1981). Validation tests the model based on the 

artifact requirements (easy-to-use, usefulness, completeness and understandability) and the 

stakeholder goals (order status transparency, time spend on out-of-stocks, early detection of out-of-

stocks). Based on a presentation and questionnaires, all artifact requirements are met and the relation 

between the options and stakeholder goals are validated with help of case-based reasoning.  

5.2  Limitations 
The limitations of this research are mostly due to time, costs and resource restrictions of a master 

thesis and the company. The most important limitations are described below and are bias of the 

participants, no possibilities for simulation or case testing, the time limit and the internal- and external 

validity.  

The calculations and model are based on qualitative data extracted from questionnaires, interviews 

and a focus group. An important limitation of qualitative data retrieved in this way is that opinions, 

statements and judgements can be biased. Response bias can be the result of numerous factors, for 

example the way the experiment is conducted, ignorance or social desirability. Next to this, using 

numerical scales is a traditional way converting qualitative data into a quantitative format but the 

problems here are ‘not everyone has the same perception of a particular linguistic description and the 

choice of scales can influence the outcome’ (Erol & Ferrell, 2003). The research was limited to 

qualitative data because simulation or case testing was not possible in the current system and too 

much aspects of the current way of working needed to be changed which made a pilot not feasible.  
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The time limit of the master thesis, is a limitation for the level of detail of the model and the number 

of iterations. More case studies, iterations and more participants in the design and validation phases 

could result in a more detailed model and better substantiated conclusions.  

The last limitations can be described as internal- and external validity. The internal validity is the extent 

to which the collected data enables researcher to draw conclusions in a valid manner. In this case, 

same as for the participants, the researcher can be biased. Another problem with internal validity is 

that the effect scores are estimated by the researcher based on the interviews with stakeholder and 

actors. The reason for the estimation by the researcher is the lack of time of the stakeholders to 

participate in this part of the research, which is unfortunately a limitation of the research. Next to 

internal validity, there is also external validity, the extent to which findings can be generalized is 

important. This thesis is rigorous because it is mainly focused on the case study, which results in a 

framework only tested on one case study.  

5.3  Implications for future research 
Three main implications for future research on this topic are discussed in this paragraph. The first 

implication is the extent of the results from the case study to other companies within the FMCG 

industry or to other industries, in other words make it more rigorous. The second implication is 

challenging the weights of the TOPSIS calculation and the third implication is to do more research on 

the implementation of available-to-promise in an existing software system. 

The first implication for future research is to extent the case study results to other companies with 

related problems in the FMCG industry because there are a lot of companies’ business-to-business 

(B2B) or business-to-consumer (B2C) who have short lead times. The same counts for other industries, 

the research can also be expanded to other industries with for example longer lead times. The case 

study is about the improvement of the order handling process, with a focus on available-to-promise. 

Chapter 2, the literature reviews shows that there are a lot variants of available-to-promise, which can 

also be used in other industries where for example a make-to-order strategy is used.  

Future research can also focus on the TOPSIS calculations. I assumed equal weights for the four criteria 

categories process, implementation, customer satisfaction and feasibility. Future research can 

challenge these weights, which can result in another closest to optimal solutions.  

The literature review helped to find a gap in literature, namely the implementation of available-to-

promise in an already existing software system. Most literature found was about implementing a 

whole new system, also called green field software development. This case study focuses on possible 

improvements for the order-to-cash process, in a brownfield environment but the actual 

implementation of a solution is out of scope. More research can be done on the phase after this 

research: the implementation phase, for example where a company can focus on in this 

implementation process.   
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Appendix A: Additional tables and figures Chapter 4.1 
This appendix encloses all additional tables and figures of chapter 3: Problem understanding. Table 

30 describes the process checklist which is executed to check if the process is of strategic importance 

to the company. 

Appendix A1 
Table 30 - Process checklist 

 

Figure 21 - Process landscape model 
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Appendix A2 
Table 31 - Business process management steps including description and in- and output. 

Continues on next page. 
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Appendix A3 
Table 32 - Stakeholder overview 
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Appendix A4 

Description of all systems of the information flow diagram. 

SAP  system 

SAP is the main information system used by CSD and can also be described as enterprise resource 

planning software. The whole order process from CSD works in this system with several inputs. Sales 

orders come in via VMI (vendor management inventory) or EDI (electronic data interchange). Process 

orders come in via Infor (scheduling module) from operational scheduling and inventory/stock levels 

come in via WMS (warehouse management system). The master data which includes the information 

of all products (bill of material, kind of pallet, product information and so on) is also included in SAP. 

After the processing of CSD all accepted sales orders are delivered to the external transportation 

department. 

EDI  

The electronic data interchange is the link between the customer and the company. EDI translates 

customers’ orders to the SAP standards. All customers except Albert Heijn and Aldi (use an old 

fashioned fax) order in this way. 

VMI  

Vendor managed inventory is a business model with total data interchange between supplier and 

buyer. In this case, the company replenishes the inventory of Albert Heijn, which is useful for both 

companies because of the total supply chain transparency and flexibility. 

Master data 

Master data files include product information for every SKU, which can be a product code, product 

description, bill of material, packaging specifications and so on.  

JDA Demand  

A software system that is used by the demand department which creates accurate forecasts by 

leveraging machine learning (JDA, n.d.). This software system gets actual sales from SAP to use for their 

baseline forecasts.  

Infor  

is a constrain-based scheduling solution (Infor, 2015) which is used by operational scheduling, to make 

the weekly operation planning.  The planning is linked to Pluto and SAP, to show on which day products 

are scheduled.  

Pluto / Stock flow  

Pluto combines the forecasts including commercial forecasts (from JDA), actuals (from SAP) and 

planning (from Infor). This tool is among other things used for detection of out-of-stock situations.  

WMS  

This warehouse management system is used by the logistic operations in the warehouse. The incoming 

and outgoing products are exactly shown with location in the warehouse. 
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Appendix A5  
Table 33 - The results on the main questions of the interviews 
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Appendix A6 
Table 34 - Issue 1: Communication with the customer 

 

Table 35 - Issue 2: Too much time spend on out-of-stock situations 

 

Table 36 - Issue 3: Handle orders not at the same time 
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Table 37 - Issue 4: Late detection of out-of-stocks 

 

Table 38 - Issue 5: No notification if a customer exceeds its own forecast 

 

Table 39 - Issue 6: No strict segmentation for customers 
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Appendix A7 

Issues & expected effect score for Pareto analysis. 

Communication with customer – Improving the communication will not lead to cost savings (1) because 

improved communication will take time and that costs money.  It leads to a direct increase in customer 

satisfaction (5) because customers are better informed on their orders and know what to expect.  

No notification if a customer exceeds its own forecast – If there comes a notification if a single customer 

exceeds its own forecast, it can lead to medium cost savings (3) because out-of-stock situations could 

be detected earlier in time and could probably be prevented. The customer satisfaction (3) can 

increase if out-of-stock situations are prevented.  

Too much time spend on out-of-stock situations – If the time spend on out-of-stock decreases it will 

result in a big cost saving (5) because employees can spend their time on the operations. There is only 

a small effect on customer satisfaction (2) because the reaction to out-of-stock is improved but with a 

focus on the employee.  

Late detection of out-of-stock – Early detection will lead to a lower number of out-of-stock situations, 

which saves time on re-work and makes sure all demand can be delivered. This means there is an 

opportunity on big cost savings (5). No out-of-stock situations makes sure that customers get what 

they want, which has a big impact on customer satisfaction (5).  

Handle orders not at the same time – If orders are handled at the same time, the overview of stock 

positions is more realistic. This can solve some small inconsistencies between the actual stock and 

stock in the information systems. This can lead to small cost savings (2), but will have really small to no 

effect on customer satisfaction (1).  

No strict segmentation for customers – If the priority status for customers is known by the customer, 

it can increase customer satisfaction (2) of only a part of the customers, which is the reason for a small 

increase in customer satisfaction. This change will not lead to cost savings (1).  
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Appendix A8 

Table 40 describes the causes of the communication with the customer that is not always correct. The 

communication problem occurs when there are several out-of-stock situations and not all orders can 

be fully delivered, because the availability of different materials depends on the different products. 

This bad communication can better be described as low order status transparency, because the real 

problem is not the communication with the customer.  

Table 40 - Why-why diagram issue A: Communication with customer. 

 

Table 41 describes the 5Whys for the issue: no notification if the customer exceeds its own forecast. 

The problem for CSD is that the forecast is not included in SAP, there are two reasons, one is that it is 

not possible in SAP yet and on the other hand commerce don’t want that customers are punished for 

their own forecast. But apparently, the fact that CSD does not get a notification is not a problem on its 

own but more a possible solution. For this reason the issue is not be discussed as an problem in chapter 

4.1.2. 

Table 41 - Why-why diagram issue B: No notification if customer exceeds its own forecast. 
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Table 42 describes issue C: too much time spend on out-of-stock. This problem had two root causes, 

namely out of stock is detected too late (issue D) and there are several actions that need to be done if 

an out-of-stock situation occurs. The first cause is further described at issue D. 

Table 42 - Why-why diagram issue C: Too much time spend on out-of-stock. 

 

Table 43 describes the 5Whys for late detection of out-of-stock. There are 2 main causes, the fact that 

orders are handled only one day in advance and the out-of-stock check is not accurate.  

Table 43 - Why-why diagram issue D: Late detection of out-of-stock. 
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Appendix A9 

Figure 22 shows a SAP stock/requirements list on November 13th for product 109203, the normal 

crate with 24 bottles as example for the order transparency.  

 

Figure 22 - SAP - MD04 Stock/requirements list for product 109203 
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Figure 23 shows a SAP MD04 overview on November 13th for product 108895; cask with Weizen 50 

Liter. As an example for detection of OOS situations. 

 

Figure 23 - SAP - MD04 stock/requirements list for product 108895 

Figure 24 shows a SAP MD04 overview on May 15 2018 for a products that goes out-of-stock but 

does not show up in the OOS check.  

 

Figure 24 - SAP - Available quantity and deliveries. 
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Appendix A10 

 

Figure 25 shows the phases of the design space analysis (MacLean et al., 1993). 

 

 

Figure 25 - The five phase sequential process model and the activities underlying each phase. 
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Appendix B: Additional tables and figures Chapter 4.2 
Appendix B1 
Table 44 - Framework for architectural design decisions (ADDs) 

Continues on next page. 
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Continues on next page. 
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Continues on next page. 
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Appendix B2 

 

A link to the Google form, to go through the decision model of artifact iteration 2. 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9sFzOzoMShwiC4ZGjV0NgkrUa6zMrVg-ZsUSdNfCloHhMuA/viewform?usp=sf_link
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Appendix B3 
Table 45 - Results of TOPSIS calculation for artifact 2. 

 
Continues on next page. 
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Continues on next page. 
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Appendix B4 

  

Table 46 - Steps of the focus group of iteration 3. 
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Appendix B5 

 

Continues on next page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 47 - Framework for architectural design decisions (ADDs) of artifact iteration 3. 
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Continues on next page. 
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Appendix B6 

 Figure 26 - Decision tree artifact 3 (with all possible solutions) 
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Appendix B7 

 

1. Interactive presentation of the decision tree.  

 

2. The Results of TOPSIS calculation for artifact 3 are shown in this link. 

  

https://prezi.com/view/LtnFWEx5XJPVlvnLxKNU/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XJ0GUxxbk-nXHoXEdtPgpW846kpodwOm/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix C: Additional tables and figures Chapter 4.3 
 

Appendix C1 

 

 

 

 

Table 48 - Research design validation part 1 
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Table 49 - Validation questions & scores for artifact requirements 
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Appendix C2 
Table 50 - Research design of validation part 2 

 

Table 51 - Validation questions & scores for stakeholder goals 
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Figure 27 - Results validation options vs. stakeholder goals 


